ELHO Scorpio 550
Collect Stones Efficiently!

www.elho.fi

Scorpio is designed and manufactured on the
west coast of Finland where the inland ice left
large amounts of rocks and stones of all sizes.
Our ancestors have fought with stones for centuries and we are still fighting!
Stones in the field bring about huge costs every year when they cause harvesting
machines to break down! And you can’t only calculate the harvesting machine
repair cost, there is also a lot of lost working hours. Harvesting can easily be
delayed up to a week or more, depending on what has broken down on the
machine. Loss of working hours means lost income! To help the situation,
ELHO designed the Scorpio 550 fully hydraulic driven stone collector.

Pick-up blocked?
No worries, just reverse!

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS			

SCORPIO 550

Tractor power requirment, min/max, kW *)

90-140

Recommended tractor hydraulic pump size min, l/min

110

Hydraulic flow, l/min

85

Working width, m

5,5

Collect stones from, mm **)

30-400

Stone hopper size (useful), m3 **)

2

Tipping height, m

2,7

Working depth, cm

0-7

Driving speed, km/h

1-7

Pick-up lifting tines, pcs

16

Pick-up tine flex up from screen, mm

210

Standard screen size, mm

40

Optional screen size, mm

30

Wheels, tandem

560/60-22,5

Rake wheels

26x12.00-12

Weight, kg

6800

Length, m

7,2

Width, m

3

Height, m

3

The tractor weight and power is determined based on the conditions.

ROTATION
PRESSURE

DEPTH CONTROL

There Is No Competition!
Read On To Discover Why
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Framework

•

Large and sturdy frame structure using heavy wall steel in all
components of the frame.

•

Framework bolted together to allow for repairs in the future if it was
ever to become damaged, this may also allow to bolt additional future
components to the machine if this was ever required easily.

•

Large radial tires 560/60 R22.5 as standard equipment in a floating
tandem axle design with large oversized wheel bearings and hubs.
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Stone Hopper

•

Tipping height of hopper measure’s a minimum height of 2.7 meters this
allows for more options of loading wagons, trucks or just building a larger pile
of stones once picked.

•

Useable stone tank size of approximately 2+ - cubic meters allowing 5+ tonne of stones to be carried. (numbers are approximate of conditions)

•

Hopper lift cylinders are double acting. This allows the box to be dumped at
any angle and the cylinders will pull the hopper back into place no matter
how “over center” it is.

•

The hopper is made using high impact 40 HRC wear resistant steel.

•

The back of the hopper allows for additional dirt to screen out during picking
and dumping operations.

•

Hopper is bolted together to allow for easy changing or repairing of any part
of the hopper if required.

•

The hopper has a simple mechanical lockup, if the need to enter under the
hopper is required just swing the locks into place. Hydraulic lockups could fail
under certain circumstances.
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Drive Components & Construction

•

Elho Scorpio uses a unique and patented hydraulic drive system to operate
the entire machine.

•

There are no PTO components, no drivelines or shafts and no belts. This
system is very simple with minimal daily maintenance. This also allows for the
machine to be run at any angle or position without concern.

•

The patented system allows oil flow to be directed and boosted to the rakes or
rotor depending on where the most power and torque is required.

•

If machine is overloaded it simply bypasses the oil flow so that nothing can
break or wear prematurely. When this is activated the machine will also lift up
out of ground to prevent further overloading of machine if the operator fails
to notice overload.

•

Using the patented hydraulic system also allows automatic depth control
on the machine. This system automatically follows the contours of your land
without the guesswork of trying to look through the dust to see what is going
on. This design will allow the operator to run the depth manually also if they
prefer or have a need to override it.
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Raking Swathers

•

Rake bearings are well protected and built into the axle for additional strength
in a compact design. Greasing of the bearings is easily accessible and required
only once a day.

•

Rake tines are made of 40 HRC wear resistant steel. Attachment point to drum
has a large cross section to the drum to allow for added strength.

•

Hydraulic transmission is well protected, durable and compact.

•

Large agricultural wheels that support the wings are easy to adjust, they stay
in place when adjusted.

•

Rakes can be reversed when needed.

•

Raking tines have a lifting capacity of 505 kg.

•

The rake drum is manufactured to the frame in a way that prevents stones
from wedging between the ends of the drums or in between the frame.

•

The tines are designed to be rebuilt. Elho offers an affordable rebuild kit
for the rake tines. The kit consists of a cutout tip which matches the wear
pattern of the raking tine. Depending on conditions this could last for 5001000 hours*. The rebuild kit can be fitted onto the rakes within 6 hours.
Once rebuilt the rake is like new again.
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Draw Bar

•

Robust construction, wide stance drawbar. This design makes the
machine more stable and also allows the operator to see the pickup rotor,
counterblade and the raking tines easily.

•

The drawbar features an intelligent design that allows for it to be
telescopic for true impact protection. If an obstacle is encountered the
drawbar is designed to stretch out and lift the machine all in a split second
to allow the machine to ride over the obstacle helping to prevent damage.
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Pickup Rotor

•

The frame structure allows for the operator to easily view the rotor from the cab of the tractor.

•

The rotor is easily accessible and easy to work on when required. No more skinned knuckles.

•

Each tine is cut from high wear 50 HRC wear resistant steel.

•

The tines are adjustable to allow for normal wear of the tine. As the tine wears down it can be adjusted to compensate
for wear while still allowing the rotor to do the proper job.

•

The tine is designed to be rebuilt once it is worn down. Each tine has a marking indicator on it that shows the operator
when it is time to rebuild. Elho offers an affordable rebuild kit for the tines. The kit consists of a cutout tip which matches
the wear pattern of the tine. Depending on conditions this could last for 300-600 hours *. The rebuild kit can be fitted
onto the rotor within an hour. Once rebuilt it is as good as new.

•

The pickup tines are rubber mounted. They are designed to be flexible forward and rearward and sideways. The dodging
capacity of tines can be as high as 210 mm.

•

Large bearings on rotor, bearings are protected from any entanglement.

•

Lifting capacity of rotor tines is 400 kg.

•

Rotor can be reversed easily if blocked or overloaded.
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Sieve

•

Every iron bar in the sieve is individual and replaceable. They are made with a combination of high wear 40 HRC wear
resistant steel and IMACRO M.

•

Optional sieve bars are available for different spacing. The bars can be changed quickly in the field. Bars can be
interchanged with each other to give a variety of spacing’s available depending on conditions and can also be removed
to give a larger spacing if needed.

•

The bars are installed in a way to prevent wedging of stones between the bars. Every other bar is set higher than the bar
beside it. This design forces the stone to rotate if it tries to wedge.

•

The bars are rubber mounted on the back side which allows for movement of the bars to prevent wedging of stones and
prevents cracking or stressing of the steel.

In addition to top-quality machines, ELHO
also offers top-quality after-sales services.
Besides spare parts, we also provide technical
support, downloads of technical documents
and training for our retailers’ after-sales
personnel around the world.

Spare Parts:
We maintain a large spare part inventory at our factory to
ensure that we can fulfil our customers’ spare part needs
at all times. Our spare part inventory currently has over
70,000 items. We also help our retailers/importers stock up
their spare part inventories before the season begins.

We are a responsible manufacturer and take customer service very seriously.
You can always rely on ELHO’s machines and services.

Technical Support:
ELHO arranges technical training annually for importers to ensure that our end
customers have access to the information and support they need.

Oy El-Ho AB
Teollisuustie 6
68910 Pannainen
Puh: +358 6 7888 000
Fax: +358 6 7888 048
elho@elho.fi
www.elho.fi
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